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Abstract A dispersion integral is derived that connects data
on η → π+π−γ to the η → γ γ ∗ transition form factor.
A detailed analysis of the uncertainties is provided. We find
for the slope of the η transition form factor at the origin
bη = (2.05 +0.22

−0.10) GeV−2. Using an additional, plausible as-
sumption, one finds for the corresponding slope of the η′
transition form factor, bη′ = (1.53 +0.15

−0.08) GeV−2. Both val-
ues are consistent with all recent data, but differ from some
previous theoretical analyses.

1 Introduction

Transition form factors contain important information about
the properties of the decaying particles. Additional interest
into meson decays with one or two virtual photons in the fi-
nal state comes from the fact that the theoretical uncertainty
for the Standard Model calculations for (g − 2) of the muon
will soon be completely dominated by the hadronic light-by-
light amplitudes, where they appear as sub-amplitudes—for
a recent discussion of this issue see Refs. [1, 2].

In this work, using dispersion theory, the connection be-
tween the radiative decays η → π+π−γ and η′ → π+π−γ

and the isovector contributions of the form factors η → γ γ ∗
and η′ → γ γ ∗ is exploited in a model-independent way.
This is possible, because the amplitude of the former decays
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can be parametrized in terms of the pion vector form fac-
tor, FV (Q2), and a low-order polynomial [3], since FV (Q2)

as well as the radiative decay amplitudes η → ππγ and
η′ → ππγ share, at least in the low-energy regime, the
same right-hand cut. Therefore the vector form factor and
the decay amplitudes must agree up to a function that is
free of a right-hand cut and therefore varies only smoothly
with Q2—the invariant mass squared of the pion pair. It
was therefore proposed to parametrize the differential de-
cay widths for η → ππγ (and analogously for η′ → ππγ )
as

dΓ
η
ππγ

dQ2
= ∣

∣Aη
ππγ P

(

Q2)FV

(

Q2)
∣
∣
2
Γ0

(

Q2), (1)

where the normalization parameter A
η
ππγ , which is deter-

mined by the empirical value of the partial decay width [4],
has the dimension of mass−3. The function

Γ0
(

Q2) = 1

3 · 211 · π3m3
P

(

m2
P − Q2)3

Q2σπ

(

Q2)3

collects phase-space terms and the kinematics of the ab-
solute square of the simplest gauge invariant matrix ele-
ment (for point-particles). The ππ -two-body phase space
reads σπ(Q2) = √

1 − 4m2
π/Q2, where mP (mπ ) denotes

the mass of the decaying particle (charged pion).
In order to fit the spectral shape of the radiative η [5] and

η′ decays [6], a linear polynomial was sufficient for specify-
ing the function P(Q2) [3]. In addition, the slope extracted
from the two fits were consistent within uncertainties—a
finding that can be understood using arguments from large
Nc chiral perturbation theory. We may therefore write

P
(

Q2) = 1 + αQ2, (2)
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identifying α as a fundamental parameter to characterize the
decays η → ππγ and η′ → ππγ .

In this paper we will use the findings of Ref. [3] to predict
the η/η′ → γ γ ∗ transition form factor and its slope at the
origin with the help of dispersion integral techniques. In the
rest frame of the η meson, say, the transition amplitude for
η → γ γ ∗ may be decomposed as

Arm
(

Q2) = Arm
1

(

Q2) +Arm
0

(

Q2)

= Arm(0) + �Arm
1

(

Q2) + �Arm
0

(

Q2), (3)

where r and m are the spatial indices of the polarization
vectors of the two outgoing photons and Arm

1 (Q2) and
Arm

0 (Q2) label the isovector and isoscalar contributions to
the transition amplitude, respectively. The Q2 dependence
of the latter are isolated in �Arm

1 (Q2) and �Arm
0 (Q2),

which both are normalized to zero at Q2 = 0. Furthermore
there is the double-on-shell amplitude

Arm(0) ≡ Arm(η → γ γ ) = Aη
γγ mηε

mrbpb
γ (4)

in terms of the three-momentum of the on-shell photon, pγ ,
defined in the η rest frame, and of the mass of the decaying
pseudoscalar, mη. The quantity

Aη
γγ ≡

√

Γ
η
γγ 64π/m3

η (5)

is specified by the η → γ γ partial decay width Γ
η
γγ [4].

In the following, we will make model-independent pre-
dictions for �Arm

1 (Q2) based on a dispersion integral that
only needs P(Q2) as well as FV (Q2) as input. This analy-
sis in principle requires knowledge about these quantities up
to infinite values of Q2; however, as we will demonstrate in
the next sections, the relevant dispersion integral is largely
saturated in a regime where we do control the input. In ad-
dition, the uncertainties from the kinematic regions where,
e.g., the function P(Q2) is not well known, can be reli-
ably estimated. However, we still need model assumptions,
in particular vector-meson dominance (VMD), in order to
constrain �Arm

0 (Q2). Nevertheless, we will show that we
can even deduce the isoscalar contribution �Arm

0 (Q2) to
the amplitude directly from data by only assuming that it
is the dominated by narrow ω and φ meson resonances. In
this way a nearly model-independent evaluation of the com-
plete transition amplitude is provided, valid for small values
of Q2.

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section
we will update the analysis of Ref. [3] and also discuss the
behavior of P(Q2) in the complete region 4m2

π ≤ Q2 ≤
1 GeV2. In the subsequent section the dispersion integral for
the isovector part of the η/η′ → γ γ ∗ transition form fac-
tor and its slope is derived, followed by a discussion of a
model for the isoscalar counter part. We close with a pre-
sentation of the results and a summary. A comparison with

the vector-meson dominance approximation is relegated to
the appendix.

2 Remarks on the radiative decays of η and η′

In this section we update the results of Ref. [3] since new
data were published in the meantime [7]. In addition, we
provide arguments why P(Q2) can be assumed linear in the
whole range of 4m2

π ≤ Q2 ≤ 1 GeV2.
The discontinuity relation for the pion vector form factor

gives

Im
(

FV

(

Q2)) = σπ

(

Q2)T ∗
p

(

Q2)FV

(

Q2)Θ
(

Q2 − 4m2
π

)

,

(6)

where Θ(. . .) is the Heaviside step function and Tp(Q2) de-
notes the ππ elastic scattering amplitude in the p-wave that
may be expressed via the corresponding phase shift δp(Q2)

as

Tp

(

Q2) = 1

σπ(Q2)
sin

(

δp

(

Q2)) exp
(

iδp

(

Q2)). (7)

Below we use the phase shifts from the analysis of Ref. [8].
If one assumes that the two-pion interactions are elastic

up to infinite energies, the dispersion integral that emerges
from Eq. (6) can be solved analytically yielding the cele-
brated Omnès function,

Ω
(

Q2) = exp

(
Q2

π

∫ ∞

4m2
π

ds

s

δp(s)

s − Q2 − iε

)

. (8)

Since any function that is multiplied to FV (Q2) and that is
real on the right-hand cut does not spoil Eq. (6), one may
write in general

FV

(

Q2) = R
(

Q2)Ω
(

Q2). (9)

An identical derivation leads us to the analogous expression
for the amplitudes for the radiative decays of η and η′, e.g.,

Aη
ππγ

(

Q2) = Aη
ππγ PΩ

(

Q2)Ω
(

Q2), (10)

where, using PΩ(0) = 1 and Ω(0) = 1, Aη
ππγ (0) = A

η
ππγ .

In Fig. 1 we show the Q2 dependence of R(Q2) (upper
panel) and PΩ(Q2) (lower panel), the latter for η (solid sym-
bols) as well as η′ (open symbols) decays. As one can see,
R(Q2) is perfectly linear for Q2 < 1 GeV2. For larger val-
ues of the ππ invariant mass squared one finds clear de-
viations from linearity—in this case caused by the ρ′ [10],
the first radial excitation of the ρ-meson. The lower panel
demonstrates that PΩ(Q2) is linear within the experimen-
tal uncertainties in the full range kinematically accessible—
although the data for η′ clearly call for improvement. The
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Fig. 1 Upper panel: the function R(Q2) = FV (Q2)/Ω(Q2), where
data from τ decays from Ref. [9] were used for the pion vector
form factor. The (red) line denotes a linear fit to the data in the
kinematic regime from threshold to s = 1 GeV2. Lower panel: the
function PΩ(Q2) for radiative decays of the η—solid symbols from
Ref. [7]—and the η′—open symbols from Ref. [6]. The (red) line de-
notes a linear fit to the η data (Color figure online)

straight line in the figure is a fit to the η data, which demon-
strates that the slope of the η′ spectrum is consistent with
that of the η—this observation will be exploited below.

Whereas FV (Q2) does not have a left-hand cut, the de-
cay amplitudes for the radiative decays of η and η′ have one.
Since the transition η(′) → 3π is suppressed—it violates
the isospin symmetry—the leading singularity in both cases
is driven by the same ππη intermediate state followed by
πη → πγ . However, it is strongly suppressed [3]: on the one
hand for kinematical reasons, since the particle pairs in the
t-channel have to be (at least) in a relative p-wave to allow
the transition πη → πγ to happen, on the other hand for dy-
namical reasons, since the p-wave πη interaction starts only
at next-to-leading order in the chiral expansion [11, 12]. It
is therefore justified to neglect it—an assumption supported
by the strict linearity of PΩ(Q2) demonstrated above. Then,
analogous to FV (Q2), also the ratios of the η and η′ am-
plitudes with respect to the Omnès function should be lin-

ear up to about 1 GeV2. At least up to Q2 = m2
η′ with mη′

the η′ mass, this can be checked experimentally once bet-
ter data are available for the η′ radiative decays—those data
should be expected from BES-III [13] and CLAS [14] in
the near future. For energies above 1 GeV, some influence
from the higher ρ resonances should be expected. In the next
section a dispersion integral is derived that allows us, us-
ing mainly the input described in this section, to calculate
�Arm

1 (Q2)—the isovector contribution to the slope of the
η → γ γ ∗ form factor, defined in Eq. (3).

As outlined above, for Q2 values up to 1 GeV2 the
η → ππγ transition amplitude is completely fixed by the
parameter α and the pion vector form factor. We here use
for α the value given in Ref. [7],

α = (1.32 ± 0.13) GeV−2. (11)

The uncertainty contains the statistical as well as the sys-
tematic uncertainty from the data as well as the theoretical
uncertainty quoted in Ref. [3].

Below we will need the transition amplitude also for
larger values of s. As a consistency check we confirmed
that we reproduce the above value for α from our own fit
to the data of Ref. [7] using the full vector form factor,
FV (Q2)e+e− of Ref. [10] as input. It includes the effect of
isospin violation from γ –ρ mixing (cf. Ref. [15]) as well
as ρ–ω and ρ–φ mixing and the effect of the first two ex-
cited states, ρ′ and ρ′′. Clearly, the impact of the higher res-
onances as well as the mixing with isoscalar vector states
may depend on the reaction channel, since there is no rea-
son to expect their effects to be equal in η radiative decays
to those found in the e+e− reaction. Therefore in our anal-
ysis we also used an alternative form-factor parameteriza-
tion to control the theoretical uncertainty: namely one that
is extracted from τ decays, FV (Q2)τ , and therefore does
not contain any mixing with ω, φ or γ . The spread in the
results from using those two form factors is included in the
systematic uncertainty reported below.

3 η → γ γ �: dispersion relation

The discontinuity of the isovector part of the η → γ γ ∗ de-
cay amplitude for Q2 < (4mπ)2 is driven by the on-shell
two-pion intermediate states, see Fig. 2. Especially, one
finds

Disc Aρμ
1

= i(2π)4
∫

dΦ2 Mμ
(

η(pη) → π+(p1)π
−(p2)γ (pγ )

)

×Mρ∗(
π+(p1)π

−(p2) → γ �(pγ )
)

= i(2π)4
∫

dΦ2 P
(

Q2)FV

(

Q2)Aη
ππγ
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Fig. 2 The isovector part of the η → γ γ ∗ decay amplitude driven
by the on-shell two-pion intermediate states. The two-pion cut is in-
dicated by the (red) dotted line. The vertex FV PA

η
ππγ indicates the

η → π+π−γ transition form factor, while the other vertex corresponds
to the two-pion vector form factor F ∗

V times the electric charge e, see
Eq. (12) for more details (Color figure online)

× εμναβ(pγ )ν(p1)α(p2)β

× eFV

(

Q2)∗
(p1 − p2)

ρ

= i(2π)4 eAη
ππγ P

(

Q2)
∣
∣FV

(

Q2)
∣
∣
2
εμναβ(pγ )ν

×
∫

dΦ2 (p1 − p2)
ρ(p1)α(p2)β, (12)

where e is the unit of electric charge. Defining k ≡
(p1−p2)/2 and Q ≡ p1 + p2 we get

DiscAρμ
1 = 2i(2π)4 eAη

ππγ P
(

Q2)
∣
∣FV

(

Q2)
∣
∣
2
εμναβ(pγ )ν

×
∫

dΦ2 kρkαQβ. (13)

In the η rest frame we have Q = −pγ and therefore

εμναβ(pγ )νQβ = √
sηε

mabQb

where ε0123 = −ε0123 = +1 and m, a, b denote the spatial
components for the Lorentz indices μ, α, β , respectively.
We thus get, using

(2π)4 dΦ2 krka = dΩ
1

32π2
σπ

(

Q2)krka

= 1

32π2

(
4π

3

)

σπ

(

Q2)k 2δra

and k2 = (Q2 − 4m2
π )/4 = Q2σ 2

π(Q2)/4,

DiscArm
1 = 2iπ eAη

ππγ

√
sη εmrbpγ

b

× Q2

96π2
σπ

(

Q2)3
P

(

Q2)
∣
∣FV

(

Q2)
∣
∣
2
. (14)

Due to DiscArm
1 = 2i ImArm

1 , we may then write a once-
subtracted dispersion integral for �Arm

1 (Q2) introduced in
Eq. (3):

�Arm
1

(

Q2)

= eAη
ππγ

√
sηε

mrbpb
γ

× Q2

96π2

∫ ∞

4m2
π

ds′σπ

(

s′)3
P

(

s′) |FV (s′)|2
s′ − Q2 − iε

, (15)

where the subtraction constant will be absorbed in the
double-on-shell amplitude Arm(0). The η → γ γ � transition
form factor is defined via, cf. Eq. (4),

Arm
(

Q2) = Aη
γγ

√
sηε

mrbpb
γ Fηγ ∗γ

(

Q2,0
)

(16)

as

Fηγ �γ

(

Q2,0
)

≡ 1 + �F
(I=1)
ηγ �γ

(

Q2,0
) + �F

(I=0)
ηγ �γ

(

Q2,0
)

= 1 + κη

(
Q2

96π2f 2
π

)∫ ∞

4m2
π

ds′σπ

(

s′)3
P

(

s′) |FV (s′)|2
s′ − Q2 − iε

+ �F
(I=0)
ηγ �γ

(

Q2,0
)

, (17)

where the isovector contribution �F
(I=1)
ηγ �γ (Q2,0) is speci-

fied in the second line and where the isoscalar one is defined
to vanish in the on-shell limit as well, i.e. �F

(I=0)
ηγ �γ (0,0) = 0.

Furthermore, we adopt the prefactor κη ≡ eAη
ππγ f 2

π /A
η
γγ ,

with fπ = 92.2 MeV the pion decay constant [4], introduced
here for later convenience. Note, in the SU(3) chiral limit
one has κη = 1. Based on Eq. (5) and Eq. (1) κη can be fixed
directly from data.

The pertinent slope parameters are defined via

Fηγ �γ

(

Q2,0
) = 1 + (

b(I=1)
η + b(I=0)

η

)

Q2 +O
(

Q4). (18)

Thus, from Eq. (17) we get the following integral represen-
tation for the isovector component of the slope parameter:

b(I=1)
η = κη

6(4πfπ)2

∫ ∞

4m2
π

ds′

s′ σπ

(

s′)3
P

(

s′)∣∣FV

(

s′)∣∣2
. (19)

The isovector part of the form factor is model-independent,
since it can be expressed fully in terms of experimental ob-
servables. Those are the branching ratios (or partial decay
widths) of η → π+π−γ and η → γ γ , to fix the prefac-
tor κη, the slope parameter α from the spectral shape of
η/η′ → π+π−γ (cf. Ref. [3] and Eq. (11)) and the pion
vector form factor. As will be demonstrated below, the un-
certainty from our ignorance about the high-Q2 behavior of
both P(Q2) as well as FV (Q2) can be estimated reliably.
The isoscalar component of the slope parameter, b(I=0)

η , will
be discussed in the next section.
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4 Model for the isoscalar contribution
of the slope parameter

The two-pion contribution is almost purely isovector (up
to a small contribution from the ω contributing via ρ–ω

mixing). However, the full slope parameter contains also
an isoscalar contribution. To quantify this part, it is neces-
sary to construct a model. Especially we will assume that, in
the spirit of vector-meson dominance (VMD), the isoscalar
part is saturated by the contribution of two lowest isoscalar
vector-meson resonances, ω and φ which are both narrow.
However, as we will demonstrate, the model parameters are
largely constrained by data and, at least in case of the η, the
total isoscalar contribution is small.

We chose as a model ansatz for the isoscalar contribution
to the transition form factor of the η

�F
(I=0)
ηγ �γ

(

Q2,0
) = wηωγ Q2

m2
ω − Q2 − imωΓω

+ wηφγ Q2

m2
φ − Q2 − imφΓφ

. (20)

Here mω (Γω) and mφ (Γφ) denote the mass (total width)
of the ω and φ meson, respectively, as given in Ref. [4]. In
order to determine the weight factors wηωγ and wηφγ , we
now follow two paths: (i) we employ the VMD model of
Ref. [16] to determine the magnitude and sign of the weight
factors; (ii) we fix the modulus of the weight factors from
data directly, however, we still need to stick to the phases as
given in Ref. [16].

In the VMD model of Ref. [16] one finds1

wηωγ =
1
9

1 + 1
9 −

√
2

3 βη

= 1

8
,

wηφγ = −
√

2
3 βη

1 + 1
9 −

√
2

3 βη

= −2

8

(21)

in terms of a one-angle η–η′ mixing scheme

βη = 2

3

[√
2 cos θP + sin θP

cos θP − √
2 sin θP

]

=
√

2

3
≈ 0.47. (22)

Here we applied the standard value in chiral perturbation
theory (ChPT),

θP = arcsin(−1/3) ≈ −19.5◦, (23)

see, e.g., Ref. [17], for the mixing angle θP of the pseu-
doscalar nonet. This value is consistent with both a one-loop

1Clearly, in that work also an expression for the isovector contribution
is given, however, we will omit this part here since we fix it model-
independently from dispersion theory.

analysis for the mass matrix and the two-photon decays of η

and η′ [18].
The resulting expression for the isoscalar contribution to

the slope of the η transition form factor is then given by

b(I=0)
η = wηωγ

m2
ω

+ wηφγ

m2
φ

≈ −0.036 GeV−2. (24)

The isoscalar component (24) turns out to be smaller than
the uncertainty of our full calculation, when the standard
value for the mixing angle, θP = arcsin(−1/3), is used.
In case of the η′, however, this mixing angle leads to the
weights

wηωγ =
1
9

1 + 1
9 −

√
2

3 βη′
= 1

14
,

wηφγ = −
√

2
3 βη′

1 + 1
9 −

√
2

3 βη′
= 4

14
,

(25)

since −βη

√
2/3 = −2/9 in Eq. (21) has to be replaced by

+βη′
√

2/3 = +4/9 with βη′ = 4/(9βη) = 2
√

2/3. This re-
sults in a positive and comparably large shift of 0.39 GeV−2

for b
(I=0)

η′ .
Based on an analysis of a large set of data, Refs. [19, 20]

report a mixing angle of about −10.5◦ (see also [21, 22]).
However, within that approach other parameters change as
well and, based on this model class, one gets, respectively,
b

(I=0)
η = −0.023 GeV−2 and b

(I=0)

η′ = 0.30 GeV−2—rather
close to the values given above. The spread between the two
different results for the isoscalar contributions will be in-
cluded in the uncertainties. If, on the other hand, we had
used an angle of −10.5◦ directly in Eq. (24), the isoscalar
correction to bη would have been as large as −0.15 GeV−2

while that to bη′ would have been 0.34 GeV−2.
So far we fully relied on the VMD model to fix the con-

tributions from the two isoscalar resonances to the transition
form factor. However, empirical input from Ref. [4] may be
used to determine the moduli of the weight factors wηωγ and
wηφγ in the ansatz (20).2 For this one matches the relativis-
tic version of the Breit–Wigner cross section at the narrow
isoscalar vector-meson pole(s)

σ
(

e+e−→ηγ
)∣
∣
s=m2

V

= 12πBR(V → ηγ )BR(V → e+e−)

m2
V

, (26)

2In principle even the sign of the weights, which are assumed to be
real-valued, can also be inferred from the e+e− → γ η data, namely
from the asymmetric behavior of the cross section slightly below and
slightly above the resonance pole(s)—for a comparison with data see,
e.g., [23, 24] and references therein.
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V = ω,φ (see e.g. [25]), with

σ
(

e+e− → ηγ
) = 2

3
e2Γ η

γγ

(
s − m2

η

smη

)3
∣
∣�F

(I=0)
ηγ �γ (s,0)

∣
∣
2

(27)

evaluated at s = m2
V , cf. Ref. [1].3 Since the resonances

are narrow, the contribution from the isoscalar part of the
constant term, F

(I=0)
ηγ ∗γ (0,0), can be neglected at the vector-

meson poles. Inserting the branching ratios (BR) for the
decays ω → ηγ and ω → e+e−, which are tabulated in
Ref. [4], we get wηωγ ≈ (0.78 ± 0.04)×1/8, while the
branching ratios for the decays φ → ηγ and φ → e+e− give
the result wηφγ ≈ (0.75 ± 0.03)×(−2/8).

Thus the fit to data reduces the weights for the standard-
mixing-angle case approximately by a factor 3/4, such that
the isoscalar contribution to the slope of the η transition
form factor reads b

(I=0)
η ≈ −0.022 GeV−2, which is almost

the result of the mixing scheme of Refs. [19, 20] and about
60 % of the result (24) of the standard-mixing case (23).
This deviation is included in the final uncertainty.

In case of the η′, the above steps can be copied for
the cross section σ(e+e− → η′γ ) at the φ pole. The cor-
responding weight is then wη′φγ ≈ (0.54 ± 0.02) × 4/14,
i.e. slightly bigger than half of the weight for the standard-
mixing-angle scenario. However, additional theoretical in-
put is needed to determine the weight wη′ωγ , since the de-
cay ω → η′γ is of course kinematically forbidden. For that
purpose we rewrite, always at a specified V pole and with
P = η,η′, respectively, Eqs. (26) and (27) with input of (20)
as

w2
PV γ = 12πg2

V →Pγ ΓV →e+e−/m3
V

16e2Γ P
γγ /m3

P

= 12πg2
V →Pγ ΓV →e+e−

αem|AP→γ γ |2m3
V

. (28)

Here αem = e2/(4π) is the electromagnetic fine structure
constant. Furthermore, the standard p-wave expression for
the V → Pγ decay width,

ΓV →Pγ = g2
V →Pγ

3m2
V

(
m2

V − m2
P

2mV

)3

, (29)

and the P -analog of Eq. (5) have been inserted. Equa-
tion (28) holds of course for all three cases that we have
discussed above, wηωγ , wηφγ and wη′φγ . Now, in the re-
maining wη′ωγ case we use in addition the usual p-wave

3Note, however, that in this reference the factor 2/3 on the right-hand
side is missing—compare, e.g., with the correct expression of [20].

formula for the decay P → V γ ,

ΓP→V γ = g2
P→V γ

m2
P

(
m2

P − m2
V

2mP

)3

, (30)

with the theoretical understanding that the square of the
dimensional coupling constants satisfy g2

P→V γ = g2
V →Pγ .

Then again the branching ratios or partial decay widths
tabulated in Ref. [4] are sufficient to determine wη′ωγ in
magnitude—the sign follows from Eq. (25). The final result
is wη′ωγ = (1.27 ± 0.07) × 1/14, which is approximately
30 % bigger than the one of the standard-mixing scenario.
In summary, the slope at the origin of the η′ transition form
factor reads b

(I=0)

η′ ≈ 0.30 GeV−2, which is compatible with
the result of the mixing scheme of Refs. [19, 20] and about
75 % of the result of the standard-mixing scenario.

In order to give a conservative estimate of this contribu-
tion, we take for its central value the arithmetic mean of the
two results reported above, while the difference determines
the uncertainty range: b

(I=0)

η′ = (0.34 ± 0.05) GeV−2. Com-
pared to this uncertainty the uncertainties from the weight
factors wPV γ turn out to be negligible, when added in
quadrature.

Note that neither the model-independent isovector part
in (17) nor the additional isoscalar contributions (20) to the
η transition form factor vanish in the limit Q2 → ∞. This
fact is closely tied to the choice of the once-subtracted form
of the dispersion integral in Sect. 3 that has the inherent
property that the subtraction constant must be determined
by empirical input. In fact, we rather prefer to determine the
transition form factor from the correct low-energy empiri-
cal input than to rely on a loose extrapolation to perturbative
QCD which favors the vanishing of the transition form fac-
tor at Q2 → ∞ [26–28].

5 Results

The uncertainties for the evaluation of the isovector part of
the transition form factor emerge from those of the exper-
imental branching fractions (collected in the prefactor κη)
and from the value of α (cf. Eq. (11)).

Formally the integral of Eq. (17) runs up to infinity. On
the other hand we can control its input, especially P(Q2),
only in the regime up to Q2 = 1 GeV2. In order to demon-
strate that the relevant contributions indeed come from the
regime below 1 GeV2, we follow Refs. [29, 30] and in-
vestigate the un-subtracted dispersion integral, analog to
Eq. (15), which provides a sum rule for A

η
γγ . Namely the

isovector part of the η → γ γ amplitude should satisfy

Aη(I=1)
γ γ = eAη

ππγ

1

96π2

∫ ∞

4m2
π

ds′ σπ

(

s′)3
P

(

s′)∣∣FV

(

s′)∣∣2
.

(31)
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To estimate the model-dependent isoscalar contribution to
the form factor normalization, we need to replace in the nu-
merators of Eq. (20) the factors Q2 by the corresponding
m2

V . Using Eq. (16) this gives,

Aη(I=0)
γ γ = (wηωγ + wηφγ )Aη

γγ . (32)

With this we get

Aη
γγ = Aη(I=1)

γ γ + Aη(I=0)
γ γ

= Aη(I=1)
γ γ + (wηωγ + wηφγ )Aη

γγ . (33)

If P(s) were linear up to infinite energies, the integral in (31)
would be formally log-divergent, since FV (s) ∼ 1/s for
large values of s. However, the goal here is to confirm that
all relevant physics is located below 1 GeV2. And indeed,
if the pertinent integral in Eq. (31) is truncated at 1 GeV2,
the right-hand side of the sum rule (33) overestimates the
left-hand one by only (7 ± 5) %. If we vary the upper in-
tegration range between s = m2

η′ and s = 1.15 GeV2 (the
largest value of s where the form factor shown in the up-
per panel of Fig. 1 is still linear), the mismatch between the
right-hand and left-hand side increases to (9 ± 11) %. This
provides strong evidence that the once-subtracted integral of
Eq. (19) and thus also of Eq. (17) should provide reliable re-
sults, when being cut at or slightly below 1 GeV2. For the η

decay the isoscalar contribution turns out to be negligible.
To get a conservative estimate for the possible impact of

higher values of s in the integral of Eq. (17) and Eq. (19),
respectively, we also evaluated the integral using smax =
2 GeV2—an increase to smax = 3 GeV3 did not alter the
displayed results. For that purpose we continue P(s) lin-
early in combination with the two form factors FV (Q2)e+e− ,
and FV (Q2)τ introduced at the end of Sect. 2. This proce-
dure lead to some increase in the transition form factor, the
largest results were obtained with the maximum input value
for α from Eq. (11) in combination with the τ form factor,
FV (Q2)τ .

The resulting spread for the η → γ γ ∗ transition form
factor that emerges from the calculation, including the un-
certainties mentioned above and with the upper limit of in-
tegration varied from smax = m2

η′ to 2 GeV2, is shown as the
(orange) band in Fig. 3.

The formalism allows one to disentangle effects from the
ππ -interactions, which are universal, from those of the de-
cay vertex, which are reaction specific. Thus it is interesting
to investigate how much of the form factor emerges from
the two-pion interactions and how much from the produc-
tion vertex. We therefore show as the (blue) dotted line in
Fig. 3 the result for α = 0. Thus about 20 % of the slope
of the η transition form factor results from the decay vertex
while 80 % come from the ππ interactions.

Fig. 3 The squared modulus of the η → γ γ ∗ transition form factor
as function of the invariant mass square, M2

l+l− , of the (electron or
muon) dilepton pair from the subsequent decay γ ∗ → l+l−. The re-
sults of Eq. (17) with input from Eqs. (20) and (21) are compared
with the two most recent measurements from Refs. [31, 32], which are
displayed as solid dots and squares, respectively. The (orange) band
shows the spread of our results emerging from the uncertainty in α

(deduced from a fit to η → ππγ of Ref. [7]—cf. Eq. (11)), from the
variation of the end point smax of the integral (from m2

η′ to 2 GeV2),
the applied form factors and the uncertainties of branching ratios enter-
ing the prefactor. Solid line: our central result (with α = 1.32 GeV−2,
and smax = 1 GeV2). Dotted line: dispersion integral with α = 0 and
smax = 1 GeV2 (Color figure online)

The isovector contribution of the slope of the transition
amplitude is determined to be

b(I=1)
η = (

2.09 +0.21
−0.11

)

GeV−2. (34)

The uncertainties include those of the branching ratios, the
parameter α, the form factor as well as the range of integra-
tion. If the isoscalar contribution is added to b

(I=1)
η , we get

for the full slope of the transition form factor

bη = (

2.05 +0.22
−0.10

)

GeV−2 (35)

for the standard value for the η–η′ mixing angle θP =
−19.5◦. The uncertainties are analogous to those shown in
Eq. (34). The result (35) is compatible with all recent exper-
imental results, but bigger than most of the previous theo-
retical studies, except the recent one of Ref. [33] using Padé
approximants to analyze the data of Refs. [36–38], see Ta-
ble 1.

At present the data available for η′ → ππγ are not good
enough to constrain the slope parameter α of Eq. (2) suf-
ficiently to repeat the analysis from above also for the η′.
However, as suggested by the existing data—cf. the lower
panel of Fig. 1—as well as by the fact that both decays
η → ππγ and η′ → ππγ have the same leading left-hand
cut, we may now assume that the value of α given in Eq. (11)
also applies to radiative η′ decays. Then, the only thing that
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Table 1 Comparison of our result for the slope parameter bη as given
in Eq. (35) with experimental as well as previous theoretical investiga-
tions. The results for the theoretical works (except [33]) are taken from

Table II of Ref. [34]. The experimental result bη = (1.6 ± 2.0) GeV−2

of Ref. [35] (for the process η → e+e−γ ) is not included because of
its large uncertainty

changes compared to the analysis above is the prefactor κη

in Eq. (19) which is replaced by κη′ ≡ eAη′
ππγ f 2

π /A
η′
γ γ where

the ratio of amplitude factors A
η′
ππγ and A

η′
γ γ follows from

ratio of the square roots of the corresponding branching ra-
tios. In this way we get

b
(I=1)

η′ = (

1.19 +0.10
−0.04

)

GeV−2, (36)

where the theoretical uncertainty is estimated in the same
way as in the η case. If again the isoscalar contribution is
added, the full slope of the transition form factor is given by

bη′ = (

1.53 +0.15
−0.08

)

GeV−2 (37)

where the central values for b
(I=1)

η′ and b
(I=0)

η′ were added
and the increase in the uncertainty comes from the isoscalar
part. The result (37) is compatible with all experimental re-
sults, especially with the Padé-approximants fit [33] to the
[36–38] data and with the predictions of 1-loop ChPT as
well as VMD, see Table 2.

As a test of internal consistency, we evaluated the anal-
ogous sum rule to Eq. (33) also for the η′. In fact, if the
integral occurring in the η′ analog of Eq. (31), namely in the
isovector part of the sum rule, is again truncated at 1 GeV2,

the right-hand side of the total A
η′
γ γ sum rule,

Aη′
γ γ = Aη′(I=1)

γ γ + Aη′(I=0)
γ γ

= Aη′(I=1)
γ γ + (wη′ωγ + wη′φγ )Aη′

γ γ , (38)

which also contains the model-dependent isoscalar term, un-
derestimates the left-hand one by (−2 ± 7) %. If the upper
integration range is varied as in the analogous expression for
the η, then these numbers change to (−2 ± 9) %.

6 Summary and discussion

In summary, we have derived a model-independent integral
representation for the isovector contribution to the η → γ γ ∗
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Table 2 Comparison of our result for the slope parameter bη′ as given
in Eq. (37) with experimental as well as previous theoretical investiga-
tions, under the additional assumption that the parameter α, cf. Eq. (2),

is the same for both η and η′ decays. The results for the various exper-
imental and theoretical works (except [33]) are taken from Ref. [34]

transition form factor at low energies and especially the cor-
responding slope parameter bη. The necessary input was
taken directly from experimental data, namely from the pion
vector form factor, the tabulated branching ratios for the
η → γ γ and η → π+π−γ decays, and from the measured
spectral shape of the latter process, parametrized by just one
coefficient, the slope parameter α as described in Ref. [3]
and Eq. (2).

This was possible with the help of the machinery of dis-
persion theory, by utilizing the fact that the pion vector form
factor and the η → π+π−γ (and η′ → π+π−γ ) decay am-
plitudes have the same right-hand cut—at least in the re-
gion below 1 GeV2 for the invariant pion mass square, the
region dominating the once-subtracted dispersion relation.
As a consistency check we demonstrated that a related un-
subtracted dispersion integral is saturated at 1 GeV2.

The isoscalar contribution of the slope parameter bη ,
modeled by a simple vector-meson-dominance approxima-
tion, turned out to be smaller than the uncertainty of the cal-
culation for the isovector part in the η case. In the η′ sce-
nario, the isoscalar part was larger, but still of subleading
nature. In addition, the isoscalar contributions when added
to the isovector ones helped in saturating the un-subtracted
η → γ γ and η′ → γ γ sum rules below 1 GeV2 to an uncer-
tainty better than 12 % and 9 %, respectively.

Our final results for the slopes of the η transition form
factor are b

(I=1)
η = (2.09 +0.21

−0.11) GeV−2 for the isovector

contribution and bη = (2.05 +0.22
−0.10) GeV−2 in total. In fact,

the slope at the origin of the transition form factor following
the lower edge of the (orange) band in Fig. 3 corresponds
to our prediction for the lower bound on the slope parame-
ter, i.e. bη ≥ 1.95 GeV−2. This value is compatible with all
recent experimental results, but bigger than most previous
theoretical studies known to us.

The available data for the η′ → ππγ spectral shape are
not good enough to allow for a compatible fit of the cor-
responding α parameter. However, the slope parameter α

solely determined from the high-precision η → ππγ data
of Ref. [7] also provided a good fit to the available η′ →
ππγ spectral data—without any readjustment. Therefore,
we conjectured that the value of α determined in η → ππγ

also applies to η′ → ππγ .
Under this assumption and the inclusion of the model-

dependent but subleading isoscalar contributions, which
were derived in the same way as for the η, the following
results apply for the slope parameter bη′ : the isovector con-

tribution reads b
(I=1)

η′ = (1.19 +0.10
−0.04) GeV−2 while the total

result is bη′ = (1.53 +0.15
−0.08) GeV−2. Our result for bη′ is com-

patible with all known experimental data, which, however,
are rather old, and—this time—also with chiral perturbation
theory truncated at 1-loop order and with VMD.

In case of the η slope parameter there seems to be some
tension between the values determined from experimental
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data and the ones calculated by the dispersion integral. How-
ever, in this context it should be stressed that the empiri-
cal slopes have been extracted from experimental data usu-
ally with the help of monopole fits. Those have typically a
larger curvature than our main result—cf. (orange) band in
Fig. 3. Thus, when the slope at Q2 = 0 is extracted from a
monopole fit of the data, say well above the μ+μ− thresh-
old, the results are characteristically smaller than those de-
rived from the functional form of our final result.

The formalism presented here allows us to disentangle
the effects on the form factor slope emerging from the ππ -
interaction, which are universal, from those of the produc-
tion vertex, which are reaction specific. Our results show
that the production vertex itself, whose effect is encoded in
the parameter α, contributes to about 20 % of the slope of the
transition form factor, while the bulk is provided by the ππ

intermediate state, which might be viewed as coming from
the pole of ρ-meson. Therefore, parametrizing the transition
form factor as a single monopole term, which suggests that
the mass scale relevant for η → γ γ ∗ is entirely controlled
by a single, reaction-dependent scale, is misleading, since
the actual shape of the form factor emerges from the inter-
play of two scales.
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Appendix A: Comparison with the
vector-meson-dominance approximation

It is instructive to compare Eq. (19) with what can be de-
rived from a simple realization of vector-meson dominance
(VMD). For this purpose, we may write

P(s)VMD = 1 (i.e.: α = 0), (39)

FV (s)VMD = m2
ρ

m2
ρ − s − imρΓρ(s)

, (40)

κVMD
η = 1

(

i.e.: Aη
γγ = eAη

ππγ f 2
π

)

. (41)

To proceed we use πδ(x − x0) = limε→0
ε

(x−x0)
2+ε2 to ap-

proximate the form factor square with the help of the substi-
tution ε ≡ mρΓρ(s′) as follows:

∣
∣FV

(

s′)VMD∣
∣
2 = m4

ρ

(m2
ρ − s′)2 + m2

ρΓρ(s′)2

= m3
ρ

Γρ(s′)
ε

(m2
ρ − s′)2 + ε2

≈ m3
ρ

Γρ(s′)
πδ

(

s′ − m2
ρ

)

. (42)

Inserting (39), (41), and (42) into Eq. (19) yields

b
(I=1)
ηVMD ≈ 1

96π2f 2
π

∫ ∞

4m2
π

ds′

s′ σπ

(

s′)3 m3
ρ

Γρ(s′)
πδ

(

s′ − m2
ρ

)

= 1

96πf 2
π

mρ

Γρ(m2
ρ)

(

σπ

(

m2
ρ

))3
. (43)

We may now employ the explicit form of the width of ρ,

Γρ

(

m2
ρ

) = 1

48π
g2

ρππmρ

(

σπ

(

m2
ρ

))3
, (44)

namely the (spin-averaged) standard two-body decay for-
mula [4] with M(ρ0 → π+(p1)π

−(p2)) = gρππ |p1 − p2|
as amplitude and gρππ as coupling constant. In this way we
get

b
(I=1)
η VMD ≈ 1

2f 2
πg2

ρππ

≈ 1

m2
ρ

, (45)

where in the last step the KSFR relation g2
ρππ ≈ m2

ρ/(2f 2
π )

was applied [39, 40].
Thus our formalism naturally matches onto the VMD

approximation—see, e.g., Refs. [16, 41] for reviews and
[19–22, 42, 43] for recent updates—once the correspond-
ing expressions for the various ingredients are imposed. If
we had kept the empirical value κη = 0.566 ± 0.006 and
inserted the linear polynomial P(s′) = 1 + αs′ instead of
Eq. (39) into the integral of Eq. (43), we would have got the
modified approximation

b
(I=1)
η mod.VMD ≈ κη

m2
ρ

(

1 + αm2
ρ

)

(46)

for the isovector part of the slope. In this case the VMD
result would be enlarged by a factor 1+αm2

ρ ≈ 1.79±0.08,
namely by the linear polynomial P(s′) evaluated at s′ = m2

ρ

with α as in Eq. (11), while the empirical prefactor κη would
nearly counterbalance this result, such that approximately
the original VMD result,

b
(I=1)
η mod.VMD ≈ (1.02 ± 0.05)/m2

ρ ≈ (1.69 ± 0.08) GeV−2,

(47)

reemerges. The latter is—as expected—markedly smaller
than our prediction (34) from the dispersion integral (19).
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